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The heart of

Africa

There’s nothing more exhilarating than getting up close to nature’s
most magnificent wildlife. But a safari holiday is about more than just
spotting the ‘Big Five’. Sue Watt suggests what to consider when
choosing the right holiday for you
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he word ‘safari’
traditionally means
‘journey’ in Swahili,
but today it evokes
images of sweeping
plains and savannah teeming
with wildlife, home to wildebeest,
leopards, elephants and lions.
Safaris are big business in Africa,
with options to suit every budget,
from two-man tents to exclusive,
chic eco-lodges with fine dining.
Costs vary enormously, from a few
hundred pounds for a whole trip to
a few hundred pounds per night.
The best time to see wildlife is
in the dry season, when grasses
are low and sustenance in short
supply, and the animals converge
on waterholes and rivers.
Landscapes and flora and fauna
are as diverse as the continent
is vast, and there’s a wide range
of activities – from game drives,
walking and rhino tracking to
working with local communities
and even helping with research
into endangered species.
But how do you choose the
right safari for you?

For first-timers
Where: Tanzania – Northern or Southern Circuits
When: Northern Circuit: January – February; June – October		
Southern Circuit: July – November
Why: Almost a quarter of Tanzania is dedicated to National Parks and game reserves,
making it the ideal destination to tick off the Big Five (lion, buffalo, leopard, rhino and
elephant) on your first safari. In the North lies the renowned Serengeti, scene of the
spectacular wildebeest migration and within easy reach of Ngorongoro Crater, home to
30,000 animals. Nearby are two smaller parks, Lake Manyara and Tarangire, the former
famous for fabulous flocks of flamingos which cloak the lake in pink, and the latter for
its huge elephant population. To the south you’ll find the Selous, Africa’s largest game
reserve, and the scenically gorgeous Ruaha National Park, with over 400 species of birds.
Pros and cons: The Northern Circuit is mesmerisingly beautiful, teeming with
wildlife and easily accessible. No wonder, then, that it’s also a magnet for tourists. All
accommodation options are available: from soulless hotels packing in the punters and
divorced from the beauty of the nature surrounding them, to stunning tented camps and
sensitively designed lodges. The exclusive, private conservancies (concessions or ranches
focusing on conservation) on the edge of the Serengeti enjoy the same wildlife without
the crowds, but solitude doesn’t come cheap. The Southern circuit may lack some of the
kudos of the North, consequently having far fewer visitors, but it lacks none of the beauty,
although the wildlife here isn’t always as visible. It also allows walking, canoeing and flycamping – where you can sleep out in the bush, far away from the crowds.
Who with: Wild Frontiers (wildfrontiers.com) offers eco-friendly tented camps in
the Serengeti and Ngorongoro, as well as safaris across the country. Tanzania Travel
Company (tanzaniatravelcompany.com) arranges safaris across all budgets with
trips to stay in villages learning about local culture. Both are based in Arusha, the hub
of Tanzania’s tourist industry. UK company Rainbow Tours (rainbowtours.co.uk)
provide tailor-made itineraries throughout Tanzania.
further information: tanzaniatouristboard.com

Zebra grazing in Tanzania’s spectacular
Ngorongoro Crater, home to 30,000 animals
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On a budget

Make a difference
Where: South Africa
When: Volunteering and conservation projects often run all year, although the best time
to be in the bush in South Africa is from June – September
Why: Home to a vast number of National Parks and private reserves, South Africa is at
the forefront of wildlife conservation. Contributing to the survival of vulnerable species
can be hugely rewarding, as you often get up close to endangered animals like African
wild dogs (rarely seen on a normal safari) and gain a much deeper understanding of
animal behaviour. Tasks include working in the field doing counts, checking spoor
(tracks), and monitoring and sometimes even collaring the animals.
Pros and cons: This is a very different experience to a regular safari. Instead of
driving around looking for wildlife, you’ll sometimes be waiting at a single spot for
wildlife to come to you, and you may not see that much. That might seem tedious,
but you somehow shift to a different tempo doing this work: sightings seem so much
more meaningful. You’ll also learn various skills – radio telemetry, using GPS, bush skills,
tracking animals, or identifying individual animals (for example, every lion has a different
whisker pattern in the same way humans have distinct fingerprints). For research to have
value, information has to be input into data-capture programmes, usually done on a rota.
It’s not always exciting, but is as important as being out in the field.
Who with: Responsible Travel (responsibletravel.com) is an excellent online
portal for responsible tourism. Their South African trips include working with
remote camera traps on leopard research in Limpopo Province and assisting in the
research into and care of captive, rescued elephants in the Western Cape. African
Impact (africanimpact.com) need keen photographers who can improve their skills
photographing wildlife in Zululand and helping in conservation and education. UK
volunteer company ACE (conservationafrica.net) has projects involving monitoring
endangered rhino and big cats at the spectacular Phinda Private Game Reserve,
KwaZulu-Natal, and working alongside wildlife vets in Limpopo.
further information: southafrica.net
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Where: Kenya – Maasai Mara
When: Wildebeest Migration: July – October;
otherwise December – February
Why: The Maasai Mara National Reserve is
Kenya’s most iconic wildlife area, coming
alive every year to the sound of millions of
thundering wildebeest and zebra hooves
galloping across the plains from Tanzania’s
Serengeti. Although it’s more expensive during
the migration, this is what everyone wants to
see, particularly when bold or desperate beasts
risk crossing crocodile-infested rivers. Don’t
assume it’s too expensive though – Kenya is
known for the diversity of its safari offerings
and does some excellent value budget trips,
usually lasting 3 – 5 days.
Pros and cons: The price will include
transport to and from Nairobi or Mombasa, a
driver/guide, accommodation and food, and
usually two game drives a day – a mini-safari
which won’t break the bank. Accommodation
will be in basic tents with a rustic loo (ie a hole in
the ground), food will be simple and you’ll often
be expected to muck in with camp chores. Tiny
tents and unexciting food you can live with, but
a grumpy, disinterested guide or broken-down
vehicle can destroy your whole experience. So
do your research online and book before you
leave home, using a company that belongs to the
Kenya Association of Tour Operators (katokenya.
org). Tipping is expected at the end of a safari, so
factor that into your costs – tour operators can
advise on appropriate amounts. Maasai warriors
swathed in blankets of red and purple are an
integral part of Kenyan safari life, and many tours
include a village, or manyatta, visit. Sometimes
these can be inauthentic and exhausting; an
opportunity to hard-sell souvenirs to tourists.
Choose a company working responsibly
with local communities and you’ll find village
encounters far more welcoming and rewarding.
Who with: Local companies Kenia Tours and
Safaris (keniatours.com) and African Home
Adventures (africahomeadventure.com) offer
good value, responsible budget tours. Exodus’s
excellent Classic Kenya Safari travels across the
country by overlander truck, taking in the Rift
Valley lakes and the rolling savannah of the
Maasai Mara (exodus.co.uk).
further information: magicalkenya.com

Above left: For many people the highlight
of any safari is to catch a glimpse of the
king of them all, the lion

The sheer beauty of the combination of
wildlife and landscape can provide an
unparalleled experience, but safaris
are not always just about ticking off
sightings of the ‘Big Five’.
Volunteers are always needed to help
with research projects on endangered
species, and visits to local communities
can provide a totally different
perspective on life in Africa
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safari checklist
Avoid the crowds and save money by
visiting out of season, just after the rains,
although wildlife will be trickier to see
hiding behind lush vegetation. It’s also
cheaper to stay outside the National
Parks rather than inside.
The most productive times for wildlife
sightings on game drives are early
mornings and late afternoons – animals
slumber in the midday heat.

■■

For the best chance of seeing wildlife,
keep quiet and keep your
eyes and ears peeled, watching out
for animal behaviour. Impalas frozen still
or baboons barking can mean there are
predators lurking nearby.

■■

Wear neutral clothing in khaki and
beige so that you subtly blend in with
nature’s colours in the bush. Avoid blue
and black since these attract tsetse flies,
which can give you a nasty nip.

■■

Away from the crowds
Where: Zambia – South Luangwa National Park
When: May – October
Why: South Luangwa is where the legendary conservationist Norman Carr first
developed walking safaris some 60 years ago, and it’s still leading the field today
because of its exceptionally knowledgeable guides, diverse wildlife and beautiful
landscapes. Walks can simply be an afternoon stroll (with an armed ranger, just in
case…), or you can hike from camp to camp, staying overnight in simple, mobile
fly-camps that exude a fantastic ‘back-to-nature’ feeling. You can also take night
drives here, discovering a new world of animal activity as prickly porcupines come
out to forage, sleek civets prowl for food and elusive leopards stalk for a kill.
Pros and cons: Walking safaris really do take in all creatures great and small
– you might spend just as long discovering how a dung beetle lives as watching
a herd of elephants. If ticking off the Big Five is your aim, however, you might be
disappointed. But there’s nothing quite as exhilarating as being on foot without
the confines (and protection) of a vehicle, watching a lion or elephant just ahead
of you. You don’t need to be fighting fit – the terrain is relatively easy but the heat
can be exhausting, so take plenty of water and sun protection.
Who with: Flatdogs (flatdogscamp.com) is a mid-budget camp just outside
South Luangwa Park that is excellent value, particularly for families. For mobile
walking safaris, Tafika and its sister fly-camps (remoteafrica.com) are excellent.
They also support education and health projects in their local village, Mkasanga,
which is well worth a visit. UK tour operator Expert Africa (expertafrica.com) has
an intimate knowledge of Zambia – its director, Chris McIntyre, has written Bradt’s
guidebook on the country for the past 20 years.
further information: zambiatourism.com
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Although the Big Five are the main
attractions, don’t dismiss the little things
– an impala can be equally interesting
and birdlife can be fascinating.

■■

Most safari countries are malarial – so
visit a travel clinic well ahead of time
to get the right medication, and pack a
mosquito net and repellent.

■■

Stick to responsible safari etiquette on
game drives: stay in your vehicle, don’t
stress the wildlife, don’t let your driver get
too close to the animals or go off-road in
the hope of a better tip – and remember
not to litter!

■■

Above left: Far from the madding crowd –
the joys of a walking safari. Above: You
can experience village life
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member offer

African Odyssey
Save £100* on
these exciting safaris
Secrets of the Serengeti

Fully Escorted 10-night tour
Prices from £2645† per person
Departure Date: 23 April 2013

For Adventure Lovers

Clockwise from top left: The black rhino is just one of the animals to benefit from conservation
projects; Liwonde National Park; hippos in Liwonde’s Upper Shire Valley
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Mystery of the Maasai

Fully Escorted 11-night Tour
Prices from £2465† per person
Departure Date: 3 June 2013

This tour is all about the magnificent
animals of East Africa – including
elephants, lions, leopards and giraffes
– and takes in the Samburu National
Reserve, plus the Lake Nakuru, Mount
Kenya and Maasai Mara Parks. The holiday
includes eight game drives in Lake Nakuru
National Park and in the Maasai Mara, and
a visit to a Maasai village and school.
‡
Calls to 0844 numbers are charged at 5p per minute
from a BT landline. Mobile
charges may be higher.

†

Turn to p127
for full Ts & Cs

For full itineraries and to book, contact
Approved Partner, The Co-operative Travel
on 0844 879 8852‡, quoting ‘CSMA’
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Where: Malawi – Liwonde National Park, Majete and Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserves
When: May – October
Why: Malawi has been busy rehabilitating its wildlife areas over recent years but,
compared to its neighbours, still has relatively few visitors and retains that increasingly
rare ‘off-the-beaten-track’ feel. In the central region, Nkhotakota is a pristine wilderness
perfect for adventure-lovers, with mountains to climb, rivers to kayak and fish to catch –
you can end the day by sleeping in fly-camps under the stars. Liwonde and Majete
in the south both offer walking, night-time and boat safaris, as well as canoeing past
hippos and crocs (don’t dip your hand in the water!). If you’re feeling brave and can
confidently climb a tree in the event of a charge, you can even track the endangered
black rhino at Liwonde and learn about their conservation. And if you fancy living
like a local, Njobvu Cultural Village, near Liwonde’s main gate, provides accommodation
in mud-brick houses and offers local cooking and beer-brewing lessons, with
all proceeds going to local communities.
Pros and cons: Poaching had decimated Malawi’s parks, but wildlife is now
recovering through some extremely successful conservation and community projects.
Don’t come here if you simply want to tick animals off a list – there isn’t as much game as
in neighbouring countries. But do come if you want wild and wonderful scenery with the
freedom to explore it (alongside an armed ranger, of course). There is plenty of wildlife
around – Majete became a Big Five reserve in August, when lions were reintroduced here
– but with hilly terrain and sometimes skittish animals, they’re not always easy to spot.
Who with: Kiboko Safaris (kiboko-safaris.com) and Land and Lake Safaris
(landlake.net), both based in the capital Lilongwe, offer set departure safaris
around Malawi or tailor-made trips, as does UK tour operator and Malawi specialist
Naturally Africa (naturallyafrica.co.uk). Njobvu Village (njobvuvillage.org) can
arrange visits to Liwonde if you stay there. The beautiful, luxury Tongole Wilderness
Lodge (tongole.com), which supports local conservation and community projects
in Nkhotakota, has some excellent out-of-season rates.
Further information: malawitourism.com

Tanzania is regarded as one of the finest
safari destinations in the world. This tour
takes you in 4x4 landcruisers to view herds
of migratory mammals, including a game
drive in Tarangire National Park, views of
the Great Rift Valley, a full-day game drive
in Ngorongoro Crater and three game
drives in the Serengeti.
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